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And so to the Park, where Winifred chanted auto-
matically at sight of the chestnuts, and every path and
patch of fern and fallen tree drew from Holly or Jon some
riding recollection.
" Look, Anne, that's where I threw myself off my pony
as a kid when I lost my stirrup and got so bored with being
bumped."
Or: "Look, Jon! 'Val and I had a race down that
avenue. Oh ! and there's the log we used to jump. Still
there ! "
And Anne was in ecstasies over the deer and the grass,
so different from the American varieties.
To Fleur the Park meant nothing,
" Jon," she said, suddenly, " what are you going to do to
get in at Robin Hill ? "
" Tell the butler that I want to show my wife where I
lived as "a boy; and give him a couple of good reasons.
I don't want to see the house, all new furniture and
that."
" Couldn't we go in at the bottom, through the coppice I "
and her eyes added : " As we did that day."
<e We might come on someone, and get turned back."
The couple of good reasons secured their top entrance to
the grounds ; the ' family ' was not' in residence.*
Bosinney's masterpiece wore its mellowest aspect. The
sun-blinds were down, for the sun was streaming on its
front, past the old oak tree, where was now no swing. In
Irene's rose-garden, which had replaced old jolyon's
fernery, buds were forming, but only one rose was out.
" ( Rose, you Spaniard ! ' " Something clutched Fleur's
heart. What was Jon thinking—what remembering,
with those words and that frown ? Just here she had sat
between his father and his mother, believing that she and
Jon would live here some day; together watch the roses

